New: PARAVAN® Rotating Seat
Rotating seating-surface for Driver and Co-Driver

(*depending on Car-Type)
Special Features

- Top production and product quality, “Made in Germany”
- Rotating Seat Pad
- Can be used at Driver and Passenger Side
- Convenient use, especially on driver side, despite space restrictions from steering wheel
- Sacroiliac support during rotation
- Patented Rotating system
- Optional electrically adjustable stand-up aid
- Specially developed kinematics (movements)
  - Extension: Initiation of the rotating movement (around the B column), thereafter forward movement and rotating movement
  - Retraction: Simultaneous rotation and backward movement
  - As a rule this means that no further modification of the door opening angle is required
- Plenty of leg room during rotating movement
- Low construction
- Max. load 160 kg
- Large swivelling range (> 120°) depending on vehicle
- Powerful, fast and quiet motors
- Electric length adjustment (optional)
- Hand Held Control Unit available (optional)
- Wireless Remote Control available (optional)
- Emergency Release Function
- Fixation point for original seat belt lock

Seat (Typ K430)
- Back Pad:
  - Headrest with adjustable height and inclination
  - Ergonomically-shaped back cushion for maximum resting comfort
  - Stabilising lateral guides to relieve the static load on the muscles of the upper body
  - The seat guide ensures an orthopaedically correct sitting position
  - Electric backrest available (optional)
  - Armrest available left/right (optional)
  - Heated Seat available (optional)
  - Schukra-lumbar support (4-fold) (optional)

- Seat Pad:
  - Ergonomically correct design of rotating seat pad with recess in seat for buttocks
  - Stabilising lateral guides on seat
  - Optional electrically adjustable standing-up aid
  - Different kind of seat trimming and colours available
  - Original vehicle seat trimming and colour (please check availability)

- Adaptable to many vehicles (cars, lorries, industrial vehicles, campervans and motorhomes)
- Developed and manufactured at PARAVAN
- Sold in more than 25 countries
- Fast service thanks to a comprehensive network of partners worldwide
- 24-hour spare parts delivery

Color samples